Recommendation systems and computing advertisements are of great value for commercial applications. Click-through rate (CTR) prediction is a critical issue because the prediction accuracy affects the user experience and the revenue of merchants and platforms. Feature engineering is usually used to improve the click-through rate prediction; however, it heavily relies on user experience. It is difficult to construct a feature combination that can describe the complex patterns implied in the data. This paper combines the traditional feature combination methods and the deep neural networks to automate the feature combinations to improve the accuracy of the click-through rate prediction. We propose a mechanism named Field-aware Neural Factorization Machine (FNFM). This paper can have strong second-order feature interactive learning ability, such as Field-aware Factorization Machine; on this basis, a deep neural network is used for higher order feature combination learning. This experiment shows that the model has stronger expression ability than previous deep learning feature combination models, such as the DeepFM, DCN, and NFM.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recommendation system was developed to address the demands of users and businesses in the Internet scene. According to report data, recommendation systems brought great sales revenue and browsing traffic to the Amazon, Netflix and Youtube from personalized recommendation traffic [1] . Therefore, building accurate and effective recommendation systems is of great significance for improving user experience and company revenue. In a recommendation system, a crucial task is to predict the probability of a user clicking on a recommended item. Therefore, click-through rate (CTR) prediction is a core issue for recommendation systems [2] , [3] . In many recommendation systems, the goal is to maximize the number of clicks, so recommended items can be ranked by estimated clickthrough rate. In addition, in online advertising systems [4] , click-through rate prediction is also very important to improve system revenue, because the ad's sorting strategy can be adjusted by clickthrough rate and bidding.
Features play a central role in the success of many predictive systems. In advertisement recommendation
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haluk Eren. techniques, the features commonly include but are not limited to the ad information, user device information, user behaviors or site information [5] . Different features present specific information from various aspects and dimensions, and cross-combination between features is often very meaningful [6] . Traditional cross-over features have three major drawbacks [7] : First, obtaining high quality features requires high cost. Since effective feature combinations are often generated based on specific task scenarios, engineers need to spend a lot of time manually designing crosscombination features, and artificial feature engineering relies heavily on engineers' prior knowledge and business sensitivity, which has great limitations. Second, in large-scale prediction systems such as recommendation systems, a large number of original features make manual extraction of all cross-features infeasible. Finally, the artificially constructed cross-combination features cannot be overlaid onto the combined patterns in the training data that have occurred. The deep learning technology is a promising way to solve the problems, since it has advantages to handle inner structures inside high-dimensional sparse data scenarios [8] , using deep learning technology to improve the feature interaction ability of predictive models is a meaningful research task.
Several works were done for automatic feature engineering with deep neural networks, like the Deep Factorization Machine (DeepFM) [9] , Neural Factorization Machine (NFM) [10] and Deep Cross Networks (DCN) [11] . Inspired by these works, we considered more about further reduction of information loss and confusion in feature combination, and proposed our factorization model named 'Field-aware Neural Factorization Machine' (FNFM). FNFM embeds information in units of 'fields' and use field vector to present the input information, so it can retain more information in second and higher order feature interactive learning. Experiments show FNFM has better information expressive ability compared with previous models.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional linear models capture second-order feature combinations by means of degree-2 polynomial features. Data sparsity widely exists in actual business scenarios. For some combination features, there are very few cases where the two features are not zero at the same time. When any feature in the combined feature takes a value of 0, then the interaction term coefficients of the combination with this feature cannot be effectively learned.
The factorization machine(FM) [12] uses the idea of matrix decomposition [13] to obtain the matrix of interaction term coefficients between features by the implicit inner product of the feature. This method remedies the shortcomings of the second-order polynomial method that the amount of parameters that need to be learned is too large and cannot effectively process the coefficient data [12] .
The FFM(Field-aware Factorization Machine) [14] model is an improvement of the FM model. The FFM model introduces the concept of field, that is, using different hidden vectors presenting different feature groups. When calculating the weight of the interaction term between each pair of features, the traditional FM model is represented by the inner product of the hidden vectors corresponding to the two features.
In the FFM, each feature x i in feature group i, for features x j in other feature group j, FFM learns a pair of hidden vectors v i,f j , v j,f i . It divides it into multiple fields according to the meaning of the feature, and each feature belongs to a specific field. Each feature has multiple hidden vectors, one for each field. When two features are combined, the inner product of the field corresponding to the two features is used as the inner product, so the model equation of FFM is:
where f i and f j are the fields to which the ith and jth features belong, respectively. If there are a total of f fields, then the parameter quantity of the FFM model is n f k, and the computation time complexity is O(n 2 k). It is worth noting that in FFM, each hidden vector only needs to learn the effect of interacting with a specific field vector, [7] , DeepFM can perform end-to-end training without any feature engineering because its wide side and deep side share the same input and embedding vectors. The model structure is as follows:
DeepFM consists of two components that share the same input FM component and DNN component. For feature x i , a scalar w i is used as its 1-order weight, and a hidden vector V i is used as an influence factor for its interaction with other features. V i is input into the FM component to model the 2-order feature interaction, while inputting into the DNN component to model higher-order feature interactions. All parameters are trained by joint prediction models:
The NFM (Neural FM, Figure2) [10] model uses both FM and neural networks to model sparse data.
In the equation, the first and second items are similar to the linear regression items in the FM model. The third item f BI (x) is the core component used by the NFM model to model feature interactions. NFM first incorporates it into the vector input to a second-order interactive pooling layer, which is capable of pooling several embedding vectors into a vector:
where represents the element-wise multiplication between two vectors. The output of the second-order interaction layer is a k-dimensional vector that encodes the second-order interaction between features into the embedding space.
Deep and Cross Network (DCN) [11] adopts a cross-network structure to explicitly calculate the crosscombination between features. The cross network consists of different intersecting layers. This special structure enables the order of the interactive features to increase as the number of layers increases. The highest order (as compared to the original input) that a L layered cross network can capture is L + 1.
Deep networks get DCN the ability of higher ordered interaction, but because the interaction between features are based on feature elements which may confuse the information between features [14] . We consider to combine field-based FFM and deep neural network to generate an expressive factorization model.
III. FIELD-AWARE NEURAL FACTORIZATION MACHINE
We propose Field-aware Neural Factorization Machine (FNFM), a click-through prediction model which obtains the advantages of FFM in second order feature interaction and improves NFM's ability on higher order feature interaction. The model of FNFM is described as:
The first two items is same regression function as FFM, and the last item in equation DNN (f BI (V x )) is the key mechanism to handle feature interactions. The mechanism of FNFM (shown in Figure3) consists of four layers. Lower parts works like FFM, and higher is DNN with second order feature interaction vector input.
A. INPUT LAYER
We first convert the characteristics of users and advertisements into a feature vector that is spliced, from input features under different feature groups (as fields in FFM):
where f is the number of feature groups. x i is the feature of t-th feature group. If it is a sparse category feature, then x i is a one hot encoding vector. If the tth feature group is a dense numerical feature group, then the x i is a scalar. 
B. EMBEDDING LAYER
Since the feature representations of category features are generally high-dimensional and sparse, they are usually It is compressed into a low dimensional space [15] . Traditional embedding techniques map feature vectors under each feature set to:
where V i is the embedding matrix corresponding to feature group t i , and x i is a one hot encoding vector. In order to be able to cross and combine dense numerical features with sparse category features, dense numerical features can also be compressed into low-dimensional spaces by embedding techniques. Express numerical features as:
where v m is an embedding vector corresponding to a feature set m, and x m is a scalar input value. By projecting the category and numerical features together into a low-dimensional space of the same dimension, it can learn the interaction between features under different feature groups through cross layer.
In our proposed method, the embedding layer has two modes, a regular mode and a space optimized mode.
1) REGULAR MODE
The regular mode of embedding layer uses a feature group embedding method similar to the FFM model to convert feature to a low-dimensional dense representation. For the i-
the embedding vector dictionary used by the i-th feature group to interact with features under the j-th feature group, where v i m ∈ R D is a D dimension embedding vector. In regular mode, the number of parameters in embedding layer is n(f − 1)k, where n is the total feature numbers, f is the number of total fields, k is embedding size.
2) SPACE OPTIMIZED MODE
The space optimized mode of embedding layer uses a feature embedding method similar to the FM model and assign a field vector to each feature group. For the i-th feature group
In this mode, the number of parameters in embedding layer is nk +ft, where n is the total feature numbers, f is the number of total fields, k is embedding size of feature, t is embedding size of field.
C. BI-INTERACTION LAYER
The FNFM model uses the idea of factorization machine to learn the expression of second-order interactive features in the form of hidden vector products. Different from the traditional models such as DeepFM and NFM, the FNFM model uses a second-order feature interaction based on field aware method.
Let two input features from different feature groups f i , f j be divided into x i , x j . The second-order feature interaction vector calculated by FNFM with regular embedding mode is
where denotes a vector element-by-element product operation, v i,f j denotes an implicit vector used when the input x i interacts with input from the f j th feature group, and v j,f i denotes that the input x j interacts with the input from the f i th feature group.
The second-order feature interaction vector calculated by FNFM with space optimized embedding mode is
where denotes a vector element-by-element product operation, v i denotes the embedding vector of feature i, f i denotes the embedding vector of field i.
1) BI-INTERACTION CONCATENATION LAYER
For a model with f feature group inputs, we can find 
where a i,j are the intersection vectors of the features of the feature group t i and the feature group t j , and ⊕ is the concatenate operator. Compared with the traditional second-order interactive vector pooling layer, the bi-interaction concatenation can retain the maximum information. The information contained in the second-order interaction vector is beneficial to the subsequent deep neural network to extract higher-order combination modes.
2) BI-INTERACTION ATTENTION LAYER
Motivated by the use of attention [16] mechanism used in AFM [17] , we found that using the attention-based pooling mechanism can also preserve the second-order cross vector information. We use the attentional pooling mechanism to compress the interaction vectors into one single vector by weighted sum:
where w ij is the attention score for feature interaction a ij , which can be interpreted as its relative importance.
where W ∈ R t×k , b ∈ R t , h ∈ R t are model parameters, and t denotes the hidden layer size of the attention network, ReLU [18] is activation function. The attention scores are normalized through the softmax function.
D. NORMALIZATION LAYER
Due to the use of field-aware embedding layer and interactive vector concatenate operations, the numerical statistical distribution of each interaction vector is insensitive to other interaction vectors in the model learning process. The numerical distribution of the output vectors of the second-order interactive concatenation layer in each dimension will have a large difference. This will reduce the overall convergence speed and performance of the model. We use batch normalization in the second-order interactive concatenation layer to ensure that the statistical distribution of each dimension of the input vector of the deep neural network has small differences. Batch normalization [19] is an adaptive reparameterization method that is mainly used to solve the problem that the gradient of the deep neural network disappears during the training process. Batch normalization can transform the data into a statistical distribution with a mean of 0 variance of 1. If the input data of the network changes too much, using BN can make the input of the network more stable, because it make the learning of one layer independent with other parts of the network.
E. MULTIPLE LAYER PERCEPTRON (MLP)
The MLP is used to extract high-ordered features and for prediction. Its input is concatenated vector after batch normalization. Each layers in the MLP with activation function of RELU on last layer's output, and it uses softmax layer at last to complete the task of probability prediction.
F. LOSS FUNCTION
The negative log-likelihood function is widely used in CTR models, which is usually defined as:
where S is training data set whose size is N , x is the input of the network, y ∈ 0, 1 represents whether user clicks the item and p(x) is the final output of the network which represents the probability that user will click the item. The workflow of FNFM is shown in Algorithm1.
Algorithm 1 Field-Aware Neural Factorization Machine
Require: input data D, list of feature vectors Initialize FNFMnetwork
if training then for count in epoch n um do update network with Eq15 end for end if
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we move forward to evaluate the effectiveness of the performance of FNFM.
A. TASK AND DATA
We uses Kaggle Avazu 1 2 ad click rate prediction data set. Avazu provided 11 days worth of data, including user behavior time, ad delivery site information, ad position information, user device information, user IP address, network connection type, and 9 anonymous category features. The goal is to use the data provided to predict whether a user will click the ad that is shown to him. Avazu contains a total of 40,428,967 samples in 10 days, including 33,563,901 positive samples and 68,865,66 negative samples. Due to the limited performance of the experimental machine, the experiment samples 10% of the sample of the data set, selects the first 9 days as the training data set in the sampled samples, and divides 50% of the samples into the verification data set and the test data set on the last day. The sampled data set has a total of 4042897 samples, including 3620824 training data sets, 211303 verification data sets, and 211037 test data sets.
B. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BI-INTERACTION
All of the models in this section were targeted at minimizing the cross entropy loss function and optimized using the Adam [20] method with a learning rate of 0.001. For the comprehensive consideration of training time and convergence speed, the batch size is chosen to be 4096. The network structure uses 3 hidden layers with 256 neurons per layer. Each feature group has a feature embedding dimension of 4 dimensions, an L2 regularization term with an intensity of 0.00001 for linear weights, and an L2 regularization term of 0.00001 for the embedding vector, and the hidden layer neurons do not use regularization terms. In addition, Batch Normalization technology is used on the output of the Bi-Interaction Layer.
The figure shows the training error and validation error for each round of the FNFM model using different Bi-Interaction Layers.
As you can see from Figure 4 , the both Bi-Interaction Layer using concatation mode and Bi-Interaction Layer with attention mode can achieve lower training and validation errors, which means that the Bi-Interaction Layer used in the FNFM model compared to the Bi-Interaction Pooling Layer used in NFM can help improve the expressiveness of the model.
C. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BATCH NORMALIZATION
We found that due to the use of the Bi-Interaction concatation Layer, the distribution of input data to deep neural networks becomes unstable. The following figure shows the standard deviation distribution of neurons input by deep neural networks when using batch normalization (BN for short) and not using BN:
As can be seen from Figure 5 , when BN is not used, the standard deviation of the input values of the deep neural network is large, which indicates that the statistical distribution of the input data of the deep neural network is unstable. That will affect the learning process of subsequent network. And after using BN, the standard deviation of the input values is significantly lower, this suggests that BN helps the statistical distribution of deep neural network input values to be more stable. The figure below shows the training and test errors for each round of BN and no BN for the FNFM model: Experiments have shown that the training error after using BN is significantly faster than the speed without using BN. The model using BN can achieve lower cross entropy loss when training same epochs.
D. PERFORMANCE OF SPACE OPTIMIZATION METHODS
In this section, we will compare the effects of space optimized embedding methods on model performance. When using the concatenation layer, the space optimized embedding method converges slower and the logloss is almost close to the original embedding method.
When using the attention layer, the space optimized embedding can achieve lower logloss on both train and validation data.
E. MODEL COMPARISION 1) ACCURACY
This section compares the FNFM model with the LR [21] , FM, FFM, PNN [22] , WDL, DeepFM, NFM, and DCN models, which include some of the most advanced models currently in the recommended system. In this experiment, because the model is concerned with the automatic learning ability of the feature combination, the features generated by the artificial feature engineering are not added, and all the original features are used.
FNFM combines the FFM and DNN models into an endto-end model. FFM and DNN use different method when learning high-order combinations of features, one can learn cross feature explicitly by second-order feature combinations, and the other can learn high-order combinations between features implicitly. FNFM aggregate the secondorder combination features learned by FFM as input to the DNN module which makes it easier for the DNN module to learn the high-order combination patterns contained in the data.
The hyperparameters for each model are obtained by performing a grid search on the validation set. The best parameter settings are given in the corresponding subsections below. For FM and FFM we use the AdaGrad algorithm with an initial learning rate of 0.1, and for other models we optimize with the Adam algorithm with an initial learning rate of 0.0001. Use L2 regularization of size 0.00001 for hidden vectors. For the FFM and FNFM models, because their parameters are too large, the hidden vectors are fixed in this experiment as 4 dimensions. For other models, search from 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 . The structure of the deep neural network is searched from a combination of 2 or 3 layers and 128 or 256 neurons per layer. Table 1 shows the corresponding test set scores for different models when the validation set achieves the lowest logloss.
By observing the above table, it can be seen that LR is the worst effect in the model, which shows that a series of methods based on factorization is useful for modeling sparse features. Since the artificial feature engineering is not performed in this experiment, the WDL model does not perform well, but it has many performance improvements compared to the LR model, which indicates that the deep neural network plays a role in learning high-order feature combinations. The FNFM model is optimal for both the test set Logloss and AUC metrics, which suggests that it is useful to capture high-order features by introducing the concept of the field during feature interaction (comparing with DCN, the concept of fields can reduce confusion during feature interactions) and using the Bi-Interaction layer (comparing with DeepFM, it same most information in feature interaction) before the DNN network.
2) CROSS-VALIDATION
In order to have insight about how the models will generalize to an independent dataset, we have compared performance of 5 models (PNN, DeepFM, NFM, DCN and FNFM) with a 5-fold cross-validation evaluation. We didn't include LR and WDL models here, because they didn't perform well in accuracy; we also didn't show the results of FM and FFM models here, because DeepFM and FNFM extend their structure respectively and have better performance. For simplicity, we use train the models in 20 epoches and compare their prediction accuracy (hyperparatemeters are the same with the previous section). From Table 2 , we can see FNFM has highest average accuracy and second smallest standard deviation. And in the cross validation, FNFM achieves highest results in all 5 folds. The results show FNFM has potentially good stability and generalizability capacity comparing with other state-of-art models. The better stability of FNFM against DeepFM and NFM is an evidence of the advantage of using 'fields' model in click-through prediction tasks.
3) OVERFITTING FIXING AND HYPERPARAMETERS PREFERENCE
In this section, we firstly investigate the valuation accuracy of 5 models (PNN, DeepFM, NFM, DCN and FNFM) when training epoches increase. When we set initial learning rate is 0.001 (all other parameters keep the same with previous sections), we can see the validation accuracy of all the models decrease fast (shown in Figure 9 ), it means all of the models overfit the training data in small epoches. This result is reasonable because when we consider higher ordered features, we will have large parameter space. So a smaller and decaying learning rate is useful. As shown in Figure 10 , when the initial learning rate 0.0001 which decays rate 0.9 for each epoch, we can have converge in 30 epoches with sound result.
Finally we investigate the impact of network structure (i.e. network structure hyperparameters) on performance. We mainly check how changes on 'embedding size' and 'neuron size' will affect performance while other hyperparameters keep the same with previous sections. In Table 3 , the column EMB-n shows performance of models when we change the feature embedding size to n, and the column NET-m shows performance when we change neuron size in neural network layers to m. We can see all models prefer larger neuron numbers (256) in network, but FNFM prefers smaller embedding size. It might because the larger embedding size will introduce noise and FNFM has more complex process, the two reasons cause more errors.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper mainly introduces how to apply the deep learning technology to the click-rate prediction task and improve the accuracy of the click-through rate prediction model. From the perspective of feature combination learning, this paper proposes a field-aware neural factorization machine for click rate prediction. This model has strong second-order feature interactive learning ability like FFM. Furthermore, our model uses a deep neural network to learn higher-ordered feature combinations. In the experiment on CTR prediction, we first explained that the Bi-Interaction layer used in the FNFM model has better expressiveness than the Bi-Interaction Pooling layer in the NFM model, and then illustrates the solutions of the problems of using the Concatenation Layer. Finally, we made a comparison on the effects of FNFM and other models, which does not only verified the expressive ability of FNFM, but also verified our idea of involving factoritation mechanism and information aggregation in feature extraction. Now the prediction model doesn't consider some practical issue in business, including the history of user clicking, change of interests, and the attention which can activate the memory. Our next work is to combine such techniques to make a more useful prediction system. 
